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ABSTRACT

The development of artificial intelligence has significantly affected all facets of human life, leading to 
many ethical and legal questions that have positive and negative consequences for individuals, organi-
sations, and society. Amidst this lies the interaction between intellectual property rights and ethical 
behaviour in the development and use of artificial intelligence. While intellectual property acts as a 
catalyst for innovation, ethical behaviour ensures responsible and accountable artificial intelligence 
consistent with social standards. Accordingly, the beneficial effects of artificial intelligence can only be 
guaranteed by balancing intellectual property rights and ethical behaviour. This chapter thus discusses 
the notion of intellectual property and ethical behaviour in the context of artificial intelligence by pro-
viding a comprehensive historical review and reflecting on the creation and implementation of ethical 
artificial intelligence while preserving intellectual property rights.
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INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence or AI, even today, continues to emerge as a technology for general purposes, with 
its applications expanding throughout society. From self-driving cars to generative chatbots, artificial 
intelligence has revolutionised how we interact with technology. The advent of generative artificial in-
telligence, however poses a two-edged sword challenge in which one side strives to promote scientific 
development and economic success while addressing public ethical concerns with issues on the intellectual 
property rights of citizens. Over the past few years, there has been an enormous rise in the importance 
of intellectual property law. Intellectual property law has gained new prominence as one of the most 
crucial aspects promoting innovation and economic growth due to digitisation, electronic records, and 
the advent of post-industrial information-based sectors. The comprehension of artificial intelligence is 
imperative to understand the importance of intellectual property rights and the need to consider ethical 
concerns in artificial intelligence.

Artificial intelligence moved away from computer programs or software with its ability to learn and 
replicate “human-level intelligence” (Jordan, 2019), as machine learning techniques allowed artificial 
intelligence systems to learn using deep, supervised, and unsupervised learning (Wang & Siau, 2019). 
Additionally, with the interface of machine learning and natural language processing, Generative Pre-
Trained Transformer could read and generate text from vast training datasets.

With respect to intellectual property rights and ethical concerns, there are two kinds of artificial 
intelligence; Weak artificial intelligence and Strong artificial intelligence. Weak artificial intelligence 
recognises the need for humans to carry out tasks. On the other hand, strong artificial intelligence is 
equipped with strong reasoning and problem-solving skills, making its responses indistinguishable from 
human-generated responses (Bechmann & Bowker, 2019). At present, artificial intelligence has entered 
the arena of strong artificial intelligence. This expeditious revolutionary transition from weak artificial 
intelligence to strong artificial intelligence poses serious questions on intellectual property rights con-
cerning authorship and data protection and ethical concerns concerning data privacy and transparency 
in artificial intelligence.

This chapter thus investigates the different types of intellectual property rights and ethical concerns 
in artificial intelligence. Reviewing the challenges of intellectual property rights and ethical concerns in 
artificial intelligence, it discusses the legal perspective, existing policies and current strategies adopted 
to address its effect on present and future artificial intelligence by presenting case studies of the artificial 
intelligence-driven healthcare sector.

The chapter argues that current strategies and policies are still lacking in addressing the protection of 
intellectual property rights. Though copyright ownership and patent authorship have been addressed in 
artificial intelligence, it still requires modification to address what happens in generative artificial intel-
ligence. Additionally, with respect to ethical challenges and concerns, legal resolutions to address these 
issues fall short of guaranteeing ethical artificial intelligence. The chapter thus argues that the current 
policies that talk about ethical concerns have not been able to provide a comprehensive framework on 
how ethical concerns can be addressed.
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